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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
y
Gates reports that in the second grade about 98 per cent of the
general failures are found among pupils who have failed to read ade-
quately.
Yoakham maintains that studies of actual results achieved beyond
the primary grades show that there are thousands of children who do not
make normal progress in reading and that there is a carry-over into the
middle grades of bad and immature reading habits.
What are these so-called immature habits? Where and how do they
begin? Can we place responsibility on any one grade?
If reading errors that are consistently made in the primary grades
can be identified and remedied as soon as they appear, the percentage of
failures might be reduced. If the bad reading habits can be anticipated
and prevented, the carry-over into the middle grades might be eliminated.
To what extent does the reading in Grade II contribute to these bad
and immature habits? The purpose of this study is three-fold.
1. To determine the frequency of certain types of errors in the
oral reading of second-grade pupils.
1/Arthur I . Gates , "The Psychological Basis of Remedial Reading," Edu-
cational Record Supplement (October, 1936), p. 109.
2/Gerald Yoakham, "The Improvement of Reading in the Middle Grades,"
Education (September, 1935) , 56: 1-6.
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22. To note, if any, sex differences in types of errors made and in
total achievement.
3. To compare achievement in terms of the four basal reading sys-
tems used.
No one aspect of the school program has had more attention in recent
years than the subject of reading. Scientific studies of reading prob-
lems are still on the increase and range from those involving three-year-
old kindergarten children to those dealing with students on the college
level.
Durrell says that it is unlikely that research will ever discover
a single method of reading which will be the most efficient one for all
pupils and all teachers. Yet any contribution of research which makes
teachers more intelligent and more understanding in dealing with this
highly complex process of reading is worthy of consideration.
..'ilking lists among causative factors of reading disability the
mental, physical, educational, environmental, and personality factors
but stresses personality maladjustment as a factor.
Ladd tested 161 boys and 154 girls and found no marked relation-
ships between reading ability and gross scores in the socio-economic
status, play interests, or general personality adjustments.
Mental age, however, is conceded to be a significant factor
_l/Donald D. Durrell, The Improvement of Basic Heading Abilities
,
World
Book Company, 1940, p. 1.
2/Stephen Yincent Wilking, "Personality Maladjustment as a Causative
Factor in Reading Disability," Elementary School Journal (December, 1941),
42: 268-77.
3/Margaret Rhodes Ladd, The Relation of Social, Economic and Personality
Characteristics to Reading Ability , Contribution to Education, No. 582,
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York,
1933.
t
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influencing progress in reading. Dean conducted a study with five
first grades in the Billings public schools. He found the correlation
between mental age and reading achievement to be .62 ± .03. He stated
that the mental age required to do average first-grade reading was
found to be six years and six months or better. Below this far more
pupils failed than succeeded.
Petty found a correlation of .52 ± .05 for reading marks and
intelligence quotients among 102 first-grade pupils. Twelve of these
had mental ages less than six years and had to repeat the low first
grade. Thirty-four pupils had mental ages less than six and a half.
Of these fourteen failed to pass the high first grade after one term in
school.
Gates contends that statements concerning the necessary age at
which a pupil can be interested to learn to read are meaningless. He
found that the correlation between mental age and progress in learning
for four groups taught "by appreciably different methods and material"
were .62, .55, .44, and .34 respectively. He concluded that the magni-
tude of the correlation seemed to vary directly with the effectiveness
of the provision for individual differences in the classroom.
On the other hand, Durrell says that children who enter first
_1/Charles D. Dean, "Predicting First-Grade Reading Achievement,"
Elementary School Journal (April, 1939), 39: 609-616.
2/Mary Clara Petty, "Certain Factors Influencing Reading Readiness,"
Journal of Educational Psychology (March, 1939), 30: 215-228.
3/Arthur I. Gates, "The Necessary Mental Age for Beginning Reading,"
Elementary School Journal (March, 1937), 37: 497-508.
4/Durrell, op. cit
., p. 286.

4grade with a mental age lower than six years may learn to read but that
they usually require a greater amount of practice. Ordinarily these
children fall behind in the first week of school and never catch up.
y
This statement is supported by Keister who reported that it is
possible for children who reach the age of six to make normal progress
in reading during the first year but that skills attained by such under-
age children lack permanence and tend to disappear during the summer
months between Grade I and Grade II. One group lost seven months, and
two groups lost one year and four months each. He found that this loss
is not made up in succeeding years and that these children tend to be
permanently retarded to about the same degree as they are at the begin-
ning of Grade II.
Experience indicates the fact and research has shown that neither
chronological age nor mental age in itself can assure reading success.
Kyte studied the causes of non-promotion in the first grade
over a twelve-year period. Of the 76 cases reported "weak in reading,"
70% possessed normal intelligence and only 4$> tested low mentally.
Betts states that retardation in terms of capacity exists at
all levels of achievement.
y
Fridiana reported that any discrepancy between mental age and
1/B. V. Keister, "Reading Skills Acquired by Five-Year-Old Children,"
Elementary School Journal (April, 1941), 41: 587-96.
2/George C. Kyte, "Causes of First-Grade Non-Promotions," Elementary
School Journal (February, 1937), pp. 415-428.
3/Emmett A. Betts, "Reading Problems at the Intermediate Grade Level, n
Elementary School Journal (June, 1940), pp. 737-46.
4/Sister M. Fridiana, "Achievement in Silent Reading in an Elementary
School," Journal of Educational Research (April, 1941), 34: 594-600.
r
5achievement tends to increase as the child advances through the grades.
The factor of sex is believed by some authorities to have a definite
relation to success in reading, although sex in itself does not produce
superior reading.
1/
Ladd states that the factor of sex is definitely not associated
with reading ability.
2/
Wilson, Flemming, and Burke in a four-year study of primary read-
ing at the Horace Mann School found no consistently significant differ-
ences between boys and girls at the kindergarten level in mental, read-
ing, or letter abilities. The first-grade girls did slightly better than
the boys in reading and letter tests, although they had about the same
mental ages.
In Grade II the average chances were 88 in 100 that the girls would
be superior in reading and 12 in 100 that the boys would surpass the
girls. The differences in mental ages and intelligence quotients were
both 97 chances in 100 in favor of the girls. However, the superiority
in reading was not as great as the superiority in mental ability.
In Grade III the girls surpassed in mental ability but not in the
reading tests.
Carroll in a study of sex differences in reading readiness found
all significant differences in favor of the girls.
_1/Ladd, op. cit .
2/Frank T. Wilson, Agnes Burke, and Cecile W. Flemming, "Sex Differences
in Beginning Reading in a Progressive School," Journal of Educational
Research (April, 1939), 32: 570-82.
3/Marjorie Wight Carroll, "Sex Differences in Reading Readiness," Unpub-
lished Master's Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1941.
r
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Adams found that the fourth-grade girls were more apt to work
up to capacity than were the boys. The median capacity of the girls
(4.4) was four points below that of their oral reading achievement (4.8)
while the median capacity of the boys (4.7) was two points higher than
their reading achievement (4.5).
2/
Monroe reported that of the 155 special reading cases referred
to her clinic 86$ were boys while the proportion of defective reading
cases was 94$ boys and only 6$ girls. She stated, "It is possible that
some constitutional factors which impede reading are more frequent in
boys than girls."
Using the same criteria for selecting normal and retarded readers
3/
for a later experiment, Monroe found the ISO normal readers evenly
divided, whereas the group of retarded readers contained boys and girls
in the proportion of 3|- to L.
Alden, Sullivan, and Durrell found marked differences in the
retardation of boys and girls. Critical ratios were computed for the
differences at all grade levels and these ran from 4 to 10 for the
various grades.
_l/Phyllis M. Adams, "A Study of Individual Differences in Fourth-Grade
Reading," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School of
Education, 1938.
2/Marion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read
,
University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, 1932, pp. 88-89.
3/ , "Methods for Diagnosis and Treatment of Cases of Read-
ing Disability," G-enetic Psychology Monographs (October-November, 1928),
4: 452.
4/Clara L. Alden, Helen B. Sullivan, and Donald D. Durrell, "Frequency
of Special Reading Disabilities," Education (September, 1941), 62: 32-
36.

7Durrell stated that among the six thousand children given the
Durrell-Sullivan Capacity and Achievement Tests 18/o of the boys were re-
tarded as compared to 9 70 of the girls. He concluded "Unless we have
evidence that boys outgrow reading difficulties, we will need to examine
more carefully the appeal and general adequacy of our reading program."
The factor that seems to be of paramount importance is the educa-
tional one. Many reading experts agree that given the right kind of
instruction at the right time with the right materials, most children
can learn to read.
2/
Betts maintains poor teaching is the chief cause of retardation
5/
in reading. Gates supports this contention and adds "inadequate ma-
1/
terials and methods" while Durrell says "a poor beginning with diffi-
culties increasing as the child progresses."
Recent studies seem to show an emphasis on improvement of method,
especially in the mechanics of reading.
Sf
The v/ilson study, previously mentioned, was initiated "to dis-
cover a more effective and economical learning of the mechanics of read-
ing without violating the basic emphasis on a varied and rich experience
for young people." Wilson and his co-workers found that, in the learning
l/Durrell, op. "cit .
2/jinmett A. Betts, Prevention and Correction of Reading Difficulties
,
Row Peterson and Company, New York, 1936, p. 52.
3/Arthur I. Gates, The Thirty-Sixth Yearbook, Part 1
,
Public School Pub-
lishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois,, 1937, p. 402.
4/Durrell, op. cit
., p. 279.
5/Prank T. Wilson, Agnes Burke, and Cecile ".7. Flemming, "Reading Progress
in Kindergarten and Primary Grades," Elementary School Journal (February,
1938)
.
r
8experiences of the children studied, one factor seemed to stand out as
pre-eminently effective, namely, the mastery of letter symbols, both
form and sound. By the end of the second year of the experiment, the
group (kindergarten through third-grade) had been given 14 reading tests
and 2 tests in phonic ability. The average of the 28 correlations be-
tween reading and phonic abilities was .863 and the range from .75 to
.93.
±1
Murphy and Junkins conducted a study with 150 children from ten
first-grade classrooms. These pupils had made little or no progress in
reading during the first semester. One group was given instruction in
auditory discrimination, one group received visual discrimination exer-
cises as part of the reading instruction, while the control group con-
tinued its usual lessons. At the end of the experiment the retention of
words taught had doubled for the two experimental groups while the con-
trol group increased its score only slightly.
From the results of these experiments it would seem that more empha-
sis on phonic abilities might be one means of preventing later reading
difficulties.
Several diagnostic studies have been made to determine types of
errors and their frequency at various grade levels.
Duffy tested 87 third-grade pupils for this purpose. Listed in
the order of frequency some of the outstanding types of difficulty were;
l/Helen A. Murphy and Kathryn M. Junkins, "Increasing Rate of Learning
in First Grade Reading," Education (September, 1941), 62: 37-39.
2/Gertrude B. Duffy, "A Diagnostic Study of Reading Difficulties in a
Third Grade," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School of
Education, 1934.

9ignoring of punctuation by 49% of the group, ignoring of wrong pronuncia-
tion by 47%, errors on easier words by 38;i, inadequate sight vocabulary
in 34% of the group, and 32% lacking in word-mastery skills. The signifi-
cant part of this study was that these errors were noted on the higher as
well as the lower intelligence levels.
y
Burns, on the fourth-grade level, found that 46,j of the 143 pupils
tested made errors on easier words, 44?o habitually repeated words, 33$
had inadequate phrasing, 29% lacked word-mastery skills, while 28% of
the group had inadequate sight vocabularies.
Daw, using the Duffy technique in checking oral reading errors of
100 pupils on the fourth and fifth grade levels, found that fewer fifth-
grade pupils made errors as compared to the third and fourth-grade pupils.
He found the outstanding error to be inadequate word-mastery skills.
This difficulty was evidenced in the reading of 41% of the fourth-grade
pupils and in 38% of the fifth-grade pupils. '.Vord by word reading was
noted in 19% of the fourth-grade reading but only in 5% of the fifth-grade
reading.
Betts in his diagnostic study on the fifth-grade level found that
every pupil evidenced some word recognition difficulty.
However, individual diagnostic tests of this nature are subjective
and consequently influenced to some degree by the examiner.
1/Barbara Burns, "A Diagnostic Study of Reading Difficulties in Fourth
Grade," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School of Educa-
tion, 1938.
2/Seward Emerson Daw, "The Persistence of Errors in Oral Reading in
Grades Four and Five," Journal of Educational Research (October, 1938),
38: 81-90.
3/Betts, "Reading Problems at the Intermediate Grade Level."
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Daniels initiated a study to discover the reliability of certain
informal reading tests. A check list of errors was used with the in-
formal tests to discover whether or not a check list of errors accompany-
ing a test of this type could be reliably diagnostic. She found that
there was a lack of uniformity in the check list of errors, the same er-
ror being checked by all examiners a relatively few times.
Errors checked by one examiner totaled 969.
Errors checked by two examiners totaled 289.
Errors checked by three examiners totaled 65.
The classroom teacher checked more errors than the supervisor or assis-
tant.
Since similar diagnostic studies have been made on the third, fourth,
and fifth-grade levels, the present study was undertaken to determine
what types of errors predominate in second-grade oral reading.
_1/Katherine Daniels, "Evaluation of Certain Informal Reading Tests,"
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School of Education,.
1940.
r
CHAPTER II
PLAN AND CONDUCT OF THE EXPERIMENT
The study involved the administration of a group intelligence test,
a group reading achievement test, a group spelling test, and an individual
diagnostic reading test to all the second-grade children in a small city,
and an analysis and comparison of the data resulting from this battery
of tests.
The tests were as follows:
±1
1. Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test for Grade II—Fifth Edition.
2. Metropolitan Achievement Tests in Reading-Comprehension and
Vocabulary —Primary II Battery: Form A.
3. Durrell Spelling Test for Grades II and III.
y
4. Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty.
Because of the limited time allotted to the testing of
each child, only one section of the above was used, namely,
—
The Second Oral Reading Test for Unaided Oral Recall.
5. A Flashed 7/ord Recognition and Word Analysis Test.
1/Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Tests published by Educational Test
Bureau, Philadelphia, 1940.
2/Metropolitan Achievement Test, published by V/orld Book Company, 1940.
3/Durrell Spelling Test included in the Durrell Analysis of Reading
Difficulty, published by Houghton Mifflin Company, 1937.
-11-
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This test, compiled by the writer, was substituted for
the Durrell test.
It contained 25 words common to the four basal readers
used in the community and 25 words that were not in any of the
V
basal readers but were included in the Durrell Vocabulary List.
In all, 293 pupils were tested but complete data were obtained for
the 250 second-grade children who are the subjects of this study. They
represent twelve classrooms in the community. Since the experiment is
city-wide, the social status of the group involved is typical of any
average city of its size. Thirty-one pupils stated that a foreign lan-
guage was spoken in the home, Portuguese predominating.
The testing covered a period of six weeks in May and June.
Table I. Chronological Age Distribution.
Age
6-4
6-8
6-9
7-1
7-2
7-6
7-7
7-11
8-0
8-4
8-5
8-9
8-10
9-2
9-3
9-7
9-8
10-0
10-1
10-5
10-6
10-10
10-11
11-3
No. pupils 2 17 43 92 54 18 10 7 2 4 1 250
% of pupils .8 6.8 17.2 36.8 21.6 7.2 4.0 2.8 .8 1.6 .4
Mean 7-11 S.D. 8.2 mo. Range 6-4 to 11-0
Table I shows that the chronological ages range from 6 years and 4
months to 11 years and months, a spread of 4 years and 8 months. The
low age of 6 years-4 months is due to the fact that in two classrooms a
few mentally superior first-grade pupils were assigned to second grade
_l/Durrell, op. cit .
ff
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because of overcrowded conditions in Grade I. Of these pupils, only
the ones who were to be promoted to Grade III were included in this
study.
Fifty-one pupils, or approximately 20 per cent of the 250 pupils,
either had repeated Grade I or were repeating Grade II. Seventeen of
these repeaters were girls and 34 were boys.
Table II. Mental Age Distribution of 2o0 Second-Grade Pupils Measured
by Kuhlmann-Anders on Test.
Age
5-2
5-6
5-7
5-11
6-0
6-4
6-5
6-9
6-10
7-2
7-3
7-7
7-8
8-
8-1
8-5
8-6
8-10
8- 11
9-3
9-4
9-8
9-9
10-1
No. pupils 1 1 4 9 35 60 87 33 18 2 250
jo of pupils .4 .4 1.6 3.6 14.0 24.0 34.8 13.2 7.2 .8
Mean 8- 6 S .D. 7.2 mo. Range 5-4 to 9-11
Table II shows the mental ages of the pupils as measured by the
Kuhlmann-Anders on Intelligence Test. The ages range from 5 years and
4 months to 9 years and 11 months. The mean 8 years- 6 months indicates
that the average mental capacity is 7 months greater than the average
chronological age of 7 years- 11 months.
Table III gives the distribution of oral-reading grades as meas-
ured by the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty, Oral Reading II.
The range shows a four-grade spread (I^-Y^) within the second grade.
15.2;1> of the pupils are reading on the first-grade level, 39.6$ on
second-grade level, 40.4/j on the third, 11> on the fourth, and .4;"o on
the fifth-grade level. The mean IIH indicates a reading age of 8 years-
ft
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Table III. Oral Reading Grades Represented .Among 250 Second-Grade
Pupils as Shown by the Durrell Analysis of Reading Dif-
ficulty.
I II III IY V
L M H L M H L M H L M H L M H
No. pupils 18 9 11 17 37 45 46 39 16 7 3 1 1
fo of pupils 7.2 3.6 4.4 6.8 14.8 18 18 L5.6 6.4 2.8 L.2 .4 .4 0^
Totals 38 - 15.2 99 - 39.6 101 - 40.4 11 - 4. 1 1 4
Mean IIH or 8-1 S.D. 4.0 Range IL-VL
1 month which is 5 months below the mean capacity (8 years-6 months) as
shown in Table II.
Table IV. Distribution of Silent Reading Achievement of 250 Pupils as
Measured by the Metropolitan Reading Comprehension Test.
Grade l
5
- 1
S
- 2
1
- 2
4
- 2
7
- 3°- 33- 36- 39- 42- 45- 48-
l7 2° 23 26 29 32 35 38 4 1 44 4 7 5°
No. pupils 6 4 19 26 35 42 42 31 19 10 10 6 250
fo of pupils 2.4 L.6 7.6 10.4 14.0 L6.8 L6.8 L2.4 7.6 i.O 4.0 2.5
Mean 32 S.D. 7 .2 Range l5-49
Table IV shows the range of silent-reading abilities to be from
the fifth month in first grade to the ninth month in fourth grade, a
spread of three and one-half years.
About 50/o of the pupils are reading silently on the third-grade
level as compared to 40$ of the pupils reading orally on that level.
rr
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2
The mean 3
,
which indicates a reading age of 8 years and 6 months,
is equivalent to the mean capacity of the group.
Table V. Distribution of Scores on the Flashed Word Recognition and Word
Analysis Test.
Score 0-4 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49
Flash—No
.
pupils 56 31 30 28 42 22 14 6 14 7
Flash—% of
pupils 22.4 12.4 12.0 11.2 16.8 8.8 5.6 2.4 5.6 2.8
Mean 17. S.D. 12.7 Range 0-49
Analysis- -No.
pupils 46 29 20 29 40 33 16 9 12 14
Analysis
—
fo of
pupils 18.4 11.6 8.0 11.6 16.0 13.2 7.2 3.6 4.8 5.6
Mean 19. 5 S.D. 13.3 Range -49
Table V shows the scores obtained on the Flashed Word Recognition
and Word Analysis Test composed of 25 words common to all four basal
readers and 25 words which were not in any of the four readers. This
test seemed quite difficult for pupils who were reading below third-
grade level. The majority of pupils reading below the second-grade
level made no score. It is evident that more first-grade words should
have been included in the test. The size of the standard deviations
(12.7 and 13.3) indicates the wide spread of scores.
Table VI shows the distribution of scores on the Durrell Spelling
Test. The norms for this test require eight words correct for Grade
11
16
Table VI. Total Distribution of Spelling Scores. (Durrell Spelling Test)
No. words
correct
o-a 3-5 6-8 9-11 12-14 15-17 18-20
No. pupils 46 52 54 50 25 21 2 250
°/o of pupils 18.4 20.8 21.6 20. 10 8.4 .8
Mean 7.3 S.D. 4.7 Range 0-18
II, twelve for Grade III, and sixteen for Grade IV. The mean 7.3 indi-
cates an average below the second-grade norm. It should be noted that
the same percentage of pupils (18.4) received the lowest score on both
the spelling and word-analysis test.
y
Durrell states that "In general reading ability correlates close-
ly with spelling ability since skill in word perception is essential if
a child is to recall words vividly enough to write them. Poor reading
is almost always accompanied by poor spelling."
Table VII. A Summary of the Means and Standard Deviations in Tables
I-VI.
Title of Tables Mean S.D. Range
Chronological Age 7-11 8.2 6-4 to 11-0
Mental Age (Kuhlmann-Anderson) 8-6 7.2 5-4 to 9-11
Oral Reading (Durrell) IIH or 8-1 4.0 IL-VL
Silent Reading (Metropolitan) 3-2 7.2 1-5 to 4-9
Flashed Word
^
Compiled by 17.0 12.7 0-49
Word Analysis \ writer 19.5 13.3 0-49
Spelling (Durrell) 7.3 4.7 0-18
_1/Durrell, op. cit .
1i
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Table VII shows the summary of data previously mentioned and gives,
at a glance, a statistical picture of the total population of 250 pupils
included in this study.
Table VIII. Distribution of Population according to 3asal Readers.
Basal Readers Boys Girls Total
2/
Childhood 31 26 57
2/
Child-Story 31 32 63
Curriculum 52 34 86
Elson-Gray 25 19 44
Total 139 111 250
Since reference will be made later to the basal readers used, the
above table is included here.
1/Childhood Readers
,
Grady, Clapper and Gifford, Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1939.
2/Chi Id-Story Readers
,
Freeman, Storm and Johnson, Lyons, Carnahan
Publishers, 1929.
5/Curriculum Readers
, Baker and Reed, Bobbs, Merrill and Company, 1938.
4/Elson Basic Readers
,
Elson, Runkel and Gray, Scott, Foresman and
Company, 1930.
:
CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The data were organized under the following three headings:
1. Types of oral reading errors made by 250 pupils in Grade II.
2. Sex differences in reading achievement and types of errors
made.
3. A comparison of achievement and difficulties in terms of the
basal readers used.
1. Total Reading Errors
In Table IX on page 19 we find the total distribution and per-
centage of errors made by the entire group, as measured by the Dur-
rell Analysis of Reading Difficulty, Oral Reading Test, Number 2.
Since all data was secured by the writer, it is influenced to
some extent by the adequacy of her testing. However, the number of
subjects is large enough to show the trend of the frequency of certain
types of errors and poor reading habits common to second-grade pupils.
Table X on page 22 shows graphically the total percentages of
pupils evidencing the 37 types of difficulties checked.
The outstanding error appears to be word-by-word reading and was
noted in the oral reading of 46$ of the pupils. It might be well to
point out, that many second-grade pupils seldom read a selection oral-
ly, without having an opportunity to study it first. This fact may
-18-
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Table IX. Total Distribution of Errors in the Oral Reading of 250 Second-
Grade Pupils.
Total Number of Errors 1714
Average Number of Errors per Pupil 6.9
Types of Errors
Number of pupils
showing difficulty
Percentage of
pupils having
difficultv
-i- XX X IvU J, s/J
Phrase Reading
7ford-by-word reading T T A114 46>
Inadequate phrasing 53 21
Incorrect phrasing 25 10
Jord Skills in Oral Reading
Low sight vocabulary 92 37
ford analysis inadequate 111 44
Errors on easier words 100 40
Guesses at unknown words from
context 35 1 A14
Ignores word errors and reads on A Q4o iy
Poor enunciation of prompted words 10 A4
Voice, Enunciation, Expression
Strained high-pitched voice 12 5
Monotonous tone 57 23
Volume too loud 27 11
Volume too soft 17 7
Poor enunciation in all reading 25 10
Poor enunciation of difficult words 7 3
Ignores punctuation 83 33
(
20
Table IX. (continued)
Types of Errors
Number of pupils
showing difficulty
Percentage of
pupils having
difficulty
Voice Enunciation ExnTPssion
(continued)
Habitual repetition of words 59 24
Habitual addition of v;ords 27 11
Omits words or parts of words 60 24
Marked insecurity 53 21
Recall
Unaided recall scanty 84 34
Poorly organized recall 76 30
Inaccurate memories and guesses 15 6
Response labored and slow 26 10
Avoids use of new words in recall 18 7
Recalls details badly on questions 49 20
Very scanty recall on hard material 96 38
General Reading Habits
Head movements 41 16
Loses place easily 34 14
Uses finger or pointer 49 20
Holds book too closely or incorrect-
ly 78 31
Frowns and shows signs of tenseness 60 24
Poor posture 13 5
Effort and attention low 7 3
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Table IX. (concluded)
Types of Errors
Number of pupils
showing difficulty
Percentage of
pupils having
difficulty
General Reading Habits (continued)
Easily distracted 13 5
Lacks aggressiveness in attack 31 12
Shows aversion to reading 2 1
Comprehension
Good 106 42
Fair 118 47
Poor 26 10
account for some of the poor phrasing and wordy reading.
The type of difficulty, showing the next highest frequency, is lack
of ability in word analysis. 44/0 of the pupils are failing in this re-
spect. Many of the pupils were influenced by the general configuration
of the unknown words rather than the sound elements. The children read-
ing on the first-grade level seemed to have little knowledge of the
initial sounds and blends.
Forty per cent of the pupils made errors on easier words such as
reading "dog" for "boy," "it" for "he," "a" for "the," etc. This usual-
ly occurred in the paragraph that was difficult or where comprehension
was low.
A low sight vocabulary impeded the reading of 37^ of the group.
This difficulty was apparent not only in the reading of the paragraphs
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TABLE X.
TABLE INDICATING PERCENTAGE OF GROUP
SHOWING EACH TYPE OF DIFFICULTY
1 2/
Word Word reading Marned insecurity
3f
Inadequate phrasing Unaided reca.ll scanty
36
Incorrect phrasing Poorly orqfonixrcL recoil
Low St«jht voCAbu l«vr«y Xno.ccuro.te. mtmorift
96
Word analysis maot^uctt Response la. bor«d and slouJ
*fo|
Errors on easier words Avoids use of new words in recoil
atmm
G-tKiies at un KnovUM Wards RecclU details b«.Jlg en questions
3S
Itfftorcs word error* o.nd reads on Sc*nt^ reco.it on h*roV vn«.teri «_|
* lbi
Poor enunciation of prompted words Hco.d moo f mi »\f*
sM IH-
Strained, n»o;b - plVcbed voice. Loses plo.ee co-Silo
26
Monotonous tone. Uses -finc/er or pointer
llMM 31
VttUme too load Molds book foo closolvj or i>ic«rr«c+lf
Volume too Soft" Frowns «-Md Snows s>°^* ot tenseness
itm s\1
Poor enunciation, in «H remAlnc^ Poor posture.
3| 1
Poor enunciation #f difficult, words Effort" ond attention. | aj
sU
ldrtor«* pu*ittu»tiovi E*s«\y distracted.
a]
H«.bttu«.l repetition of words, ka<Ks acjoressu/eness in attacK
Habitual addition of words SViouiS aversion to reading
2*1 I
(Wits words or ports of words
IrdiccWs percentile of «/rou.p Sbouiincy difficulty
Indicates pereento e>e> of c^roup not shouting ctKftculty •
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but also in the first half of the word-recognition test which was com-
piled from the basal vocabulary of the subjects in this study.
The unaided recall seemed to show lack of training as much as lack
of ability. It was very noticeable to the examiner that some classes
had been well-trained in oral recall, while other classes were at a loss
in this respect.
Of the 24/o of the pupils who omitted words or parts of words, more
of them omitted a part of the word.
As all testing took place privately, in a quiet room, there was
little chance for distractions. This fact would seem to account for the
rather low percentage of 5, for usually, young children are easily dis-
tracted unless the interest is extremely high.
Frowning and signs of tenseness which marked the reading of 24><? of
the pupils usually occurred when pupils were reading paragraphs beyond
their ability. This was true, also, in the ignoring of punctuation, a
difficulty evidenced by 33% of the group.
The comprehension grades (42%—Good, 47%- -Fair, 10%—Poor) may seem
rather high in comparison to the number of deficient readers. But it
must be remembered that the examiner, according to directions, pro-
nounced all unfamiliar words for the reader and thus aided the latter'
s
understanding of the paragraphs.
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2. Sex Differences in Achievement
and Types of Errors Made
Table XI. Chronological Age Distribution of 159 Boys and 111 Girls.
Chronolog-
ical Age
6-4
6-8
6- 9
7- 1
7-2
7-6
7-7
7-11
8-0
8-4
8-5
8-9
8-10
9- 2
9-3
9-7
9-8
10-0
10-1
10-5
10-6
10-10
10- 11
11-3
rotal
No. Boys 1 12 20 47 28 15 5 4 2 4 1 139
No. Girls 1 5 23 45 3 5 3 111
Mean S.D. Diff. 3.E.Diff
.
C.R.
Boys
Girls
8-0
7-10
9.3
6.3
2.0 .988 2.0
Table XII. Distribution of Mental Ages as Measured by Kuhlmann-Anderson
Test for Grade II (Fifth Edition).
Mental Age 5-2
5-6
5-7
5-11
6-0
6-4
6-5
6-9
6- 10
7-2
7-3
7-7
7-8
8-
8-1
8-5
8-6
8-10
8- 11
9-3
9-4
9-8
9-9
10-1
Total
No. Boys 1 1 5 18 38 51 16 9 139
No. Girls 4 4 17 22 36 17 9 2 111
Mean S.D. P. E.Mean Diff.
Boys
Girls
8-6
8-6
7.0
7.4
±
±
.4
.5
Table XI gives the distribution of chronological ages of 139 boys
and 111 girls. The boys' ages range from 6 years-4 months to 11 years-
months, while the girls' ages range from 6 years-6 months to 9 years-
3 months. There are 13 boys under 7 years as compared to 3 girls. In
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the over-age group (9 years-3 months to 11 years) there are 11 boys and
only 3 girls. 4However, there is only a difference of 2 months in the
means of the two groups.
As was stated on page 13 the repeaters in the group consisted of 17
girls and 34 boys (two boys for each girl).
Table XII shows a comparison of mental ages, as measured by the
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test for Grade II. The two groups are quite evenly
matched with the same mean age of 3 years- 6 months. The boys' mean men-
tal age is 6 months higher than their mean chronological age (8-0), while
the girls' mean mental age is 8 months greater than their mean chronolog-
ical age (7-10)
.
Table XIII. Comparison of Boys' and Girls' Oral Reading Grades as Meas-
ured by Test II in the Durrell Analysis of Reading Diffi-
culty.
Grade I II III IV V
L M H L M H L M H L M H L M H
No. Boys
No. Girls
% of Boys
$ of Girls
15
3
8
1
9
2
11
6
27
10
26
19
20
26
13
26
6
10
3
4 3
1
1
L39
Lll
10.8
2.7
5.8
1.0
6.3
2.0
7.9
5.0
19.4
9.0
18.7
17.0
14.3
23.0
9.0
23.0
4.0
9.0
2.0
4.0 2.7
1.0
1.0
Mean S.D. S.E. Diff
.
S.E.Diff
.
C.R.
Boys
Girls
II
M
or 7-10
IIIL or 8-5
10.3
2.8
±.37
±.26
7.0 .908 7.7
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Table XIII gives the oral reading scores and indicates the percentage
of boys and girls reading on the various levels.
Here the critical ratio of 7.7 is larger than necessary to insure
significant superiority of the girls over the boys. The previous table
showed the groups to be quite evenly matched as to capacity, yet we find
23j£ of the boys are reading orally on the first -grade level as compared
to 5$ of the girls.
Forty-six per cent of the boys and 31j£ of the girls are reading on
second-grade level.
Fifty-six per cent of the girls are reading on the third-grade level
while just one half (or 28%) of the boys are on that level.
Again on the fourth-grade level the ratio is 2 to 1 with 6$ of the
girls and 3^o of the boys reading on this level. One girl is reading on
the fifth-grade level.
The mean of the boys' oral reading scores in terms of reading age
(7-10) is 8 months below their mean capacity (8-6) while the mean of the
girls' oral reading (8-5) is only one month below their mean capacity
(8-6).
The comprehension scores are as follows:
Good Fair Poor
Per cent of Boys 43.2 44.6 12.2
Per cent of Girls 41.4 50.4 8.1
There is no reliable significance in the above scores because the
pupils' comprehension was aided by the examiner's pronouncing unknown
words for the reader. However, the scores are interesting in contrast
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to the differences in the oral reading achievement. Although more of the
girls read difficult material where comprehension is most likely to fall
off, the boys' comprehension is better than one might expect from their
oral reading scores.
Table XIV. Comparison of Boys' and Girls' Scores on the Metropolitan
Achievement Test, Primary II, Battery A.
Grade
l5-
l7
1S-
2°
l
1
-
,3
24-
26
2
7
-
29
3°- 52
32 3£
L 36-
i 38
39 -
41
42 -
44
45-
4 7
48-
5°
Total
No. Boys 4 4 L5 18 24 22 2£ » 13 5 4 6 1 139
No. Girls 2 4 8 11 20 IS 18 14 6 4 5 111
Mean S.D. S.E. Diff
.
co .E.Diff
.
G.R.
Boys
Girls
3°
34
(8-3)
(8-8)
7.0
7.5
±.59
±.71
4 .926 4.3
Table XIV gives the distribution of silent reading scores of the 139
boys and 111 girls. Here, too, the critical ratio of 4.3 is significant
and in favor of the girls.
On the whole, both boys and girls score higher in silent reading than
in the oral reading but the degree of difference is greater for the boys.
In oral reading 23$ of the boys are on the first-grade level as compared
to 6;o reading silently on this level—a difference of 17$ whereas there
is a difference of only 2$ between the oral and silent reading frequency
of the girls on the same level.
Only 8 boys and 2 girls are below Grade II on this test, but no pupil
made a fifth-grade score as in the oral reading.
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The mean of the boys' scores in terms of silent reading age (8-3)
is 5 months higher than the mean of their oral reading age (7-10) while
the girls' silent reading mean age (8-8) is only 3 months above the mean
of their oral reading age.
It must be remembered that the element of chance is greater in the
silent reading test which was a group test and not quite so reliable as
the individual test.
Table XV. Distribution of Boys' and Girls' Scores on the Flashed 7ford
Recognition and Word Analysis Test (compiled by writer).
Score on
Flashed
7/ord
0-4 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 Total
No. Boys 42 23 15 14 17 12 6 2 6 2 139
No. Girls 14 8 15 14 25 10 8 4 8 5 111
Mean S
.
D. S .E. Diff
.
S.E.Diff
.
G.R.
Boys
Girls
14.2
20.7
12
12
.1
.5
£1.0
£1.18
6 .5 1.63 4.2
Score on
Vford
Analysis
0-4 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 Total
No . Boys 38 18 14 13 19 14 9 4 5 5 139
No. Girls 8 11 6 16 21 19 9 5 7 9 111
Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E.Diff. G.R.
Boys
Girls
16.4
23.4
13.1
12.7
tl.U
£1.2
7 1. 54 4.2
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Table XV shows a wide spread of ability in quick perception of words
and word analysis. The large number of boys in the low-score area indi-
cates among other things a low-sight vocabulary since the first 25 words
on this test were common to all four basal readers.
In both flashed word and word analysis tests the differences are
significant and in favor of the girls.
1/
Table XVI. A Comparison of Spelling Scores of 139 Boys and 111 Girls
in Grade II.
Score 0-2 3-5 6-8 9-11 12-14 15-17 18-20 Total
No. Boys 35 28 34 23 11 7 1 139
No. Girls 11 24 20 27 14 14 1 111
Mean S.D. S.E. Diff
.
S.E.Diff
.
G.R.
Boys
Girls
6.4
8.5
4.5
4.6
±.38
±.43
2.1 .579 3.6
The above table gives the distribution of the spelling scores. The
norms for this test require 8 words correct for Grade II, 12 words for
Grade III, and 16 words for Grade IV.
Ninety-seven boys (approximately 70;£) made a score of 8 or below
while 55 girls (50$) had this score. The girls' mean is .5 above the
norm but the boys' mean is 1.6 below.
The large number of pupils in the low-score area ties up with the
low scores on the flashed word and word analysis test as both tests require
visual discrimination.
1/Test used—Durrell's Spelling Test for Grades II and III. Durrell
Analysis of Reading Difficulty.
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As in the previous tests, the critical ratio indicates a significant
difference in favor of the girls.
1/
Table XVII. A Comparison of the Reading Quotients of 139 Boys and 111 Girls
in Grade II.
71-
73
74-
76
77-
79
30-
32
33-
35
36-
38
39-
91
92-
94
95-
97
96-
100
101-
103
L04-
106
107-
109
110-
112
113-
115
116-
118
119-
121
122-
124
125-
127
To-
tal
Wo.
Boys
No.
Girls
$ of
Boys
% of
Girls
1 2 4
1
6
3
11
1
L4
3
15
13
15
12
24
19
9
7
11
15
8
14
8
10
8
5
3
4 2 1 1
139
111
1.01.4 2.8
1.0
4.0
2.7
7.9
1.0
100
2.7
io.
e
11.7
10.8
10.8
17.2
17.0
6.3
6.3
7.9
13.5
5.8
12.6
5.8
9.0
2.0
1.5 3.6 1.8 1.0 1.0
I^ean S.D. S.E. Diff
.
S.E.Diff
.
C.R.
Boys
Girls
94.7
99.5
9.4
7.8
;fc.79
dr. 74
4.8 1.08 4.4
The wide spread of scores in Table XVII is an indication that reading ma-
terials of many degrees of difficulty are essential within a second grade. The
reading quotients range from 72 to 127.
Approximately 4?/o of the girls as compared to 27^ of the boys have reading
quotients over 100.
As the reading quotients represent achievement in terms of capacity,
superiority of girls over boys is very evident. The critical ratio of 4.4 in-
sures virtual certainty that the girls will be superior to the boys in reading.
One reason for including sex differences in this study was to see if there
were types of errors which seem to impede boys' oral reading to a greater degree
than that of the girls.
_l/0btained by dividing the averages of oral and silent reading scores by the
mental ages.
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Table XVTII. A Percental Comparison of Errors Made in the Oral Reading
of 139 Boys and 111 Girls.
Total Errors made by Boys and Girls
(139) Boys 1070 Average 7.7
(111) Girls 644 Average 5.8
Types of Errors Boys Girls 1°
Diff.
P.E.
of
Diff. C.R.P.E. P.E.
Word-by-word reading 59 2.8 29 2.9 30 4.05 7.4
Inadequate phrasing 20 2.3 23 2.7 3 3.5 .8
Incorrect phrasing 11 1.8 9 1.8 2 2.5 .8
Low sight vocabulary 47 2.8 24 2.8 23 4 5.7
Yford analysis inadequate 53 2.8 33 3.0 20 4.1 4.8
Errors on easier words 43 2.8 36 5.1 7 4.2 1.6
Guesses at unknown word from context 18 2.2 9 1.8 9 2.8 3.2
Ignores word errors and reads on 22 2.4 15 2.3 7 3.2 2.1
Poor enunciation of prompted words 5 1.2 3 1.1 2 1.6 1.2
Head movements 16 2.1 19 2.5 3 3.2 .9
Loses place easily 19 2.2 8 1.8 11 2.8 3.9
Uses finger or pointer 24 2.4 16 2.4 8 3.3 2.4
Holds book too closely or incorrectly 31 2.6 35 3.0 4 4 1
Frowns and shows tenseness 32 2.7 15 2.3 17 3.5 4.8
Poor posture 7 1.5 3 1.1 4 1.8 2.2
Effort and attention low 4 1.1 1 0.6 3 1.2 2.5
Easily distracted 9 1.6 1 0.6 8 1.7 4.7
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Table XVIII. (concluded)
Types of Errors Boys Girls t
P.E.
of
P.E. t P.E. Diff
.
Diff. C.R.
Lacks aggressiveness in attack 17 2.2 7 1.6 10 2.6 3.8
Shows aversion to reading 2 .009
Strained high-pitched voice 6 1.3 4 1.3 2 1.8 1.1
Monotonous tone 28 2.6 16 2.4 12 3.4 3.5
Volume too loud 14 2.0 6 1.6 8 2.4 3.3
Volume too soft 5 1.2 9 1.8 4 2.1 1.9
Poor enunciation in all reading 13 2.0 6 1.6 7 2.4 2.9
Poor enunciation of difficult words 4 1.1 2 .09 2 1.4 1.3
Ignores punctuation 34 2.7 32 3.0 2 4 .5
Habitual repetition of words 24 2.4 23 2.7 1 A0.4 o. ft
Habitual addition of words 14 2.0 7 1.6 7 2.5 2.8
Omits words or parts of words 24 24
Marked insecurity 28 2.6 12 2.1 16 3.3 4.8
Unaided recall scanty 3d 2.7 32 3.0 2 4 .5
Poorly organized recall 30 2.6 31 3.0 1 3.9 .25
Inaccurate memories and guesses 7 1.5 5 1.4 2 2.0 1
Response labored and slow 14 2.0 6 1.6 8 2.4 3.3
Avoids use of new words in recall 7 1.5 7 1.6 2.1
Recalls details badly on questions 19 2.2 21 2.6 2 3.4 .58
Very scanty recall on hard material 23 2.4 59 3.2 36 4 9
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Table XVIII on page 31 lists the frequency of errors according to boys
and girls. Very interesting differences will be noted here.
Figure 1 on page 34 shows those errors whose differences are significant.
The errors having a critical ratio of 4 or more are as follows: word-
by-word reading, low sight vocabulary, word analysis inadequate, easily dis-
tracted, and marked insecurity. These differences are in favor of the girls,
and alone could explain the girls' slight superiority in reading.
However, there is one error with a significant difference in favor of
the boys, namely, very scanty recall on difficult material. Here the criti-
cal ratio is 9.
It is interesting to note that one reason this error was checked less
frequently for boys was because fewer boys than girls read the difficult
paragraphs. But it must be remembered too that the boys had a slight edge
on the comprehension grades which fact helps substantiate the significance
of this difference in their favor.
The errors with critical ratios between 3 and 4, and which indicate that
there are 98 or 99 chances in 100 that the differences are significant, are
as follows: loses place easily (3.9), lacks aggressiveness in attack (3.8),
monotonous tone (3.5), response labored and slow (3.3), volume too loud
(3.3), and guesses at unknown word (3.2). These differences are all in
favor of the girls.
It would seem, from a careful study of Table XVIII, that boys in Grade
II have real difficulty with oral reading and need more individual help
than the girls. It would be interesting to know, at this point, if their
difficulties are more prevalent in oral reading than in silent reading.

FT, ore \ Percental Comparison Of i
Made Bvj Bop and Girls
(0*l\i those errors hawing significant)
* differences arc. included.
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3. Achievement of Pupils Using the
Four Different Basal Readers
Since four basal reading systems are used by this group of 250
second-grade pupils, it may be interesting to note, briefly, the achieve-
ment, as well as, the frequency of errors made by each group.
The economic and social status of the groups is similar because not
more than two classrooms in any one section of the city use the same
basal readers. For example, one of the two schools using the Slson read-
ers is at the southern end of the city and the other in the northwest
section. All classes of people live in both districts.
Table XIX. The Chronological and Mental Age Distribution of Pupils in
Each Reading System.
Readers
No.
Pupils
Chronological Age Mental Age
(Kuhlmann-Anderson II)
Median Range Median Range
Child-Story 63 7-10 6-6 to 11-0 8-8 7-1 to 9-11
Curriculum 86 7-10 6-4 to 10-5 8-6 6-2 to 9-8
Elson-Gray 44 7-10 6-11 to 10-2 8-6 5-4 to 9-6
Childhood 57 7-11 6-11 to 10-2 8-4 7-3 to 9-7
Table XIX gives the chronological and mental-age distribution of
the pupils in each reading system. The median chronological ages are
about the same in each, but the ages of pupils range both lower and high-
er in the Child-Story and Curriculum Readers.
The Child-Story pupils are mentally the oldest.
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As to repeaters, there are 27$ in the Child-Story Readers, 22/0 in
the Curriculum, l&/'o in the Childhood, and 12, j using the Elson Readers.
Table XX. Comparison of the Oral and Silent-Reading Achievement in the
Four Basal Readers
.
Readers
No.
Pupils
Oral Reading No. 2
(Durrell' s Analysis of
Reading Difficulty)
Silent Reading
(Metropolitan)
Median Range Median Range
Child-Story 63 IIIL IM to YL 3-5 2-1 to 4-9
Curriculum 86 IIH IL to IVL 3-3 1-7 to 4-7
Elson-Gray 44 IIH IL to IVL 3-0 1-5 to 4-5
Chi ldhood 57 IIM IL to rvL 2-9 1-7 to 4-0
Table XX shows the median achievement and range in the order of
rank.
The Child-Story pupils rank first in both Oral and Silent Reading,
Curriculum pupils second, Elson third, although the latter' s median and
range of oral reading is equal to that of the Curriculum pupils, while
the Childhood pupils rank lowest.
Table XXI gives the results of the Flashed V.'ord Recognition and
Word Analysis Test of 50 words. As has been previously stated, this
V
test was compiled by the writer and used instead of the Durrell test
in order to compare pupils' achievement in terms of the basal readers
used.
1/Flashed Word Recognition and Word Analysis Test—Durrell Analysis
of Reading Difficulty, p. 11.
(
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Table XXI. Comparison of Results in the Flashed 7/ord Recognition and Word
Analysis Test.
Readers
No. Flashed Word Analysis
Pupils
Mean Range Mean Range
Child-Story 63 22.4 1-49 25.9 1-49
Curriculum 86 17.5 0-44 19.8 0-48
Elson-Gray 44 15.3 0-48 17.4 0-48
Childhood 57 10.7 0-32 13.5 0-33
The first 25 words were common to all four basal second-readers and
the other 25 words were in none of these readers but were selected from
2/
the Durrell Vocabulary List ranging to the sixth-grade level.
Child-Story Readers again ranks first with both means twice as great
as the lowest, Curriculum Readers are second, Elson third, and Childhood
last.
Apparently pupils using the Child-Story Readers know the basic vocab-
ulary better than the other pupils. However, it must be stated that no
attempt was made to check the frequency of the words in each reader. It
may be that the words favored one or more readers in this respect. Then,
too, some of the pupils were accustomed to the tachistoscope while some
pupils had never seen one.
Table XXII on page 38 shows the same consistency in the rank of each
basal reader.
JL/Durrell Vocabulary List, Improvement of Basic Reading Ability
,
World
Book Company, 1940.
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Table XXII. Mean Spelling Scores and Reading Quotients of the 250 Pupils
in the Four Basal Readers.
Readers
No.
Pupils
Spelling
Mean Range
Reading Quotients
Mean S.D,
Child-Story
Curriculum
Elson-Gray
Childhood
63
86
44
57
9.8
7.6
5.6
5.6
3-18
0-17
0-18
0-14
100.9
96.2
95.3
94.3
9.4
9.1
8.8
8.9
In the spelling scores, Child-Story has a mean 1.8 above the second-
grade norm of 8 words, Curriculum has a mean just under the norm, while
Elson and Childhood have means 2.4 points below. No pupil in the Child-
Story reading system has a score of zero.
The reading quotients sum up the reading achievement of the pupils
in terms of the basal reading systems, with the Child-Story Readers lead-
ing, Curriculum second, Elson third, and the Childhood Readers consistent-
ly last.
Table XXIII, which gives a percental comparison of the frequency of
errors made by pupils in the different basal readers, shows that pupils
in the Child-Story Readers had fewer reading difficulties than pupils
in the other three systems.
Child-Story pupils led the frequency in two types of errors, namely,
holding the book incorrectly and inadequate phrasing.
Elson pupils led in low sight vocabulary and using finger or pointer,
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1/
Table XXIII. A Percental Comparison of the Frequency of Errors Made
by Pupils in the Four Basal Readers.
Types of Errors
Percentage of Pupils
Making Error
Shi Id-
Story
Curric-
ulum
Elson-
Gray
Child-
hood
Word-by-word reading 40 56 45 40
word analysis inadequate 55 36 52 61
Errors on easier words 41 58 52 60
Very scanty recall on hard material 41 45 25 40
Low sight vocabulary 17 55 50 49
Unaided recall scanty 50 45 54 57
Ignores punctuation 28 51 27 21
Holds book incorrectly 38 51 25 28
Poorly organized recall 21 55 25 58
Frowns and shows tenseness 17 27 18 50
Monotonous tone 17 51 10 26
Marked insecurity 9 17 25 57
Inadequate phrasing 28 19 25 14
Recalls details badly on questions 14 25 18 19
Uses finger or pointer 11 16 50 28
Childhood pupils showed the highest frequency in the following:
word analysis inadequate, errors on easier words, poorly organized re-
call, frowns and shows tenseness, and marked insecurity.
_l/0nly the 15 errors having the highest frequency in the total distri-
bution of errors are included here.
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Curriculum led with highest frequency in six types of errors, name-
ly, word- by-word reading, scanty recall on difficult material, unaided
recall scanty, ignores punctuation, monotonous tone, and recalls details
badly on questions. It should be noted here that the pupils in this
system are having much difficulty with recall, probably due to lack of
training.
c
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY
1. Purpose of This Study
This investigation was undertaken to discover, if possible, the
following:
1. The distribution and frequency of oral-reading errors made by
second-grade pupils.
2. To note sex differences in achievement and types of errors
made.
3. To compare the achievement of second-grade pupils in terms of
the basal reading systems used.
2. Procedure
Five tests were given to all the second-grade pupils in a small
city. These tests were:
The Oral Reading Test Number II and the Spelling Test from the
Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty.
The Fifth Edition of Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test for Grade
II.
Metropolitan Achievement Test: Battery II, Form A.
A Flashed '..'ord Recognition and Word Analysis Test compiled by the
writer.
-41-
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The resultant data were analyzed under the headings, and in the
order, of the three purposes of this study.
3. Summary of Findings
1. Errors in oral reading appeared in the following order of fre-
quency.
Per cent
7ford-by-word reading 46
'.Yord analysis inadequate 44
Errors on easier words 40
Very scanty recall on difficult material 38
Low sight vocabulary 37
Unaided recall scanty 34
Ignores punctuation 33
Holds book closely or incorrectly 31
Poorly organized recall 30
Frowns and shows signs of tenseness 24
Omits words or parts of words 24
Habitual repetition of words 24
Monotonous tone 23
Llarked insecurity 21
Inadequate phrasing 21
Recalls details badly on questions 20
Uses finger or pointer 20
Ignores word errors and reads on 19
Head movements 16
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Per cent
Loses place easily 14
Guesses at unknown words from context 14
Lacks aggressiveness in attack 12
Habitual addition of words 11
Volume too loud 11
Response labored and slow 10
Poor enunciation in all reading 10
Incorrect phrasing 10
Volume too soft 7
Avoids use of new words in recall 7
Inaccurate memories and guesses 6
Poor posture 5
Easily distracted 5
Strained high-pitched voice 5
Poor enunciation of prompted words 4
Poor enunciation of difficult words 3
Effort and attention low 3
Shows aversion to reading 1
2. On the basis of data gathered in this experiment, it can be said
that there are significant differences in the reading achievement of boys
and girls in Grade II and that the girls will nearly always excel boys.
Although the boys and girls were quite evenly matched in mental ages,
the girls surpassed the boys in every test.
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As one might expect, the findings of this study indicate that girls
make fewer oral reading errors than the boys. Vfith the exception of one
type of error all significant differences are in favor of the girls.
These errors, in the order of difference, are as follows:
C.R.
Very scanty recall on hard material 9.0
Word-by-word reading 7.4
Low sight vocabulary 5.4
Vford analysis inadequate 4.8
Marked insecurity 4.8
Frowns and shows tenseness 4.8
Easily distracted 4.7
Loses place easily 3.9
Lacks aggressiveness in attack 3.8
Lcmotonous tone 3.5
3. The findings concerning the basal reading systems are interest-
ing but not at all significant because the experiment is not a controlled
one and the teaching element is too large a factor.
4. In conclusion, the results of this study might seem to confirm
the belief that most reading difficulties are the result of a poor be-
ginning and inadequate teaching materials and lack of provision for
individual differences. Since many of the oral-reading difficulties
occur when the reading material is beyond the pupil's ability, it would
seem that, given the right material until fluency is established, a
_l/ln favor of the boys.
c
pupil might be prevented from forming poor reading habits
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1/
Dr. Durrell' s Spelling Test for Grades II and III
run papers
work broken
back train
look moving
call market
hard planted
down straight
hair question
time minute
night promise
Norms
Grade II - 8 words
Grade III - 12 words
Grade IV - 16 words
_l/l>urrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty, Manual of Directions, World
Book Company, p. 15.
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I
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"h * L
II
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rio
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36 30 27 24. 18
5 6 |'.Mem.
1, Time Grade
Bfib
was going
iQ_..school_s
He saw a red light
-ami..h£_ stoppacU
The gcaan-liglit _ came ..
and RolL-rarL.-faiA.,.
Total
L_.
L I M nm 2j ! M ! H |
80 70
,
60 j 55136 j 30 ]
1. a
[
It T-iol—
1
Mem.
Time Grade
She j
A boy had
a big grey cat
,
He was going to give her
some, ml IK,
fcoti soma.
when he called.
He..saiv_]iQr. _
lJP_ia .a_ireo
looking., down
at a big dog.
The boy sent 5
from the tree
and came for her milk.
Total
..
L
63
II
.50.
10
,
nil
_
hJL .L [ M 1 H j
31L .25 , 3fl Time
"1cm.
r
Dick
iurpoci o^t of bed - H
and ran downstairs
.
[it was his birthday.
- —
i
IHj found a big basket
1
on his chair
at the tah^e.
Something was moving
in basket. , -
[
pick took off the cover.
Out juinpo$
1
—
fi 1 i f.f.l o birr m cl nf
1
The dog started to bark
and rragr his tail. . .
He was glad to got out. t
Total
t=-
!
i
(
L
3
H H L
•
1
i
4
,
,
M I H
Tine 50 40 32 30 27 122
Mun. 14 |
4* Tine Grade
A boy
was hurt
yesterday.
on our street
He had been playing ball
and was riding
his bicycle
av;ay from
(the boll field
wriQn a car
cane down the road.
He did not see
the car coning
because he was looking back
at the boys
-
4—
.
;ho were still playing ball.
The car was going slowly,
It hit the boy
but did not run over hin
His arm
ic.s hurt
and his bicycle
,vas bent.
1 {ToTaT 4-4
5. Tine
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No. cf reading errors
Peter Cooper
built one of the first
railroad engines
in the United States.
It was used to pull cars
fron a city to a town
thirteen r.iilos away.
No one thought that
the engine could do this
.
In August
in thi year 1830
>
.
it was hooked to a car
packed full of people.
It went at a speed
of eighteen nilcs an hour
and nade the trip
in forty-eight ninutes
.
People wore surprised
tha t anyone could breathe
while going so fast.
Total
Boston University
Schcci of Education
Mbnuy -

#Flash List 1 Pronun-
ciation
Flash List 2
-
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Pronun-
ciation
early cab
r
broad electric
afraid quarter
tfhen notor
thought luicc_._
spring salad
quick decide
brought shovel
-/ere
!
arrest
tnew blinds
animals 1i custard
Leaves 1 turpentine
together
I
l
_
-
,
,
i -
false
alv/ays
i
i
......
nodicinc
beach
!
1 /acation
these
—
iecorate
friendly
-1
furnace
oeautiful triangle
vhile darn
enough J faucet
aeard bureau
:hrough
1
1
-boir
[carnation
(quietly
f
i
Follo\7 orchestra
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CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES
Recall
Unaided recall poor.
Recalls details badly on questions.
Poorly organized response.
Recall shows erratic attention.
Recall falls off in difficult reading.
Response laborious and slow.
Uninterested in recall.
Avoids use of new words in recall.
General Reading Habits
Head movements - marked - slight.
——Loses place easily.
Uses finger or pointer.
Holds book too close or at incorrect angle.
-
—Frowns and shows signs of tenseness.
Poor posture - continually shifting.
-—Effort and attention low.
Easily distracted.
Lacks aggressiveness in attack.
-
—Shows aversion to reading.
Phrase Reading
~—'Word-by-word reading.
Inadequate phrasing.
Incorrect phrasing.
Eye-voice span too short.
Voice, Enunciation, Expression
Strained, high-pitched voice.
-
—Monotonous tone.
Volume too loud.
Volume too soft.
Poor enunciation in all reading.
Poor enunciation of difficult words,
Ignores punctuation.
Habitual repetition of words,
Habitual addition of words.
Omits words,
Marked insecurity evident.
Word Skills in Oral Reading
'Low sight vocabulary,
Word-analysis ability inadequate,
Errors on easier words
,
Guesses at unknown words from context.
-
—Ignores word errors and reads on.
Poor enunciation of prompted words.
MEDIAN READING
GRADE
COMPREHENSION
Good
Fair
Poor



